
@Studio16 –  

“Through education, application, motivation and a commitment 
to a healthy lifestyle – we will succeed”! 

 

An Insight into Meditation 
The earliest written records of meditation being practised 

come from China dated around 5000 BC.  In India, 

written records of meditation appeared about 1500 BC, 

and in the West, in Greece, about 750 BC. 

 

Meditation initially was practised around the world for 

spiritual realisation.  At a World Parliament of Religions 

that was held in Chicago in 1893, for the first time, 

leaders from the East gathered and presented something 

of their experience and knowledge to a large audience of 

influential Westerners.  This event sparked a serious 

interest in Meditation in the Western World. 

 

 

 

Over the decades there have been many studies, papers, 

great books written about Meditation and the health 

benefits that can be achieved through Meditation - for the 

body, mind and spirit.  

 

Although I had studied and spoke about Meditation in my 

early 20s... it was not until late 1999 that I was evoked to  

seriously apply Meditation for my wellbeing. (refer to the 

Newsletter attached - (My Journey Through Depression). 

 

Time and time again, I am reminded that I too must look 

after my health by training my body and practise 

Meditation to sustain my overall wellbeing.   

 

Everyone, needs to be conscious of the fact  that it is 

essential to stop and find time to look after their  

body, mind and spirit. 

The World Health 

Organisation ... 

defines health as: 

A state of dynamic 

harmony between 

the body, mind and 

spirit of a person 

and the social and 

cultural influences 

which make-up his 

or her 

environment. 

------- 

To make good 

decisions we need 

a combination of 

knowledge, a clear 

mind and access to 

our inner wisdom 

-------- 

Meditation allows 

for your inner 

wisdom to be 

heard and 

healthier choices 

for your greater 

good to be made. 

--------- 

Forget the 

destination and 

give full attention 

to the present 

moment and smile. 
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People falsely believe that something instantly, - profound and/or magical will happen whilst 

Meditating and often are disappointed and do not continue with the practice when immediate results 

aren't recognised.  A similar attitude is apparent with some clients who commence training their 

body and do not achieve instant success - of a body transformation - they give up and walk away. 

 

We all know through our physical training that success comes through commitment.  Initially, we all 

see slight results but then after time those slight results become great results and it is soon apparent 

to you and everyone around you, that training has changed your life.  For some, there is an 

immediate knowing and can feel that the training is exactly what they need to help them attain their 

optimum health. 

 

Many, falsely believe that there is a secret to Meditation hidden away in the mountains of China, in 

temples or in scriptures written in a language foreign to us.  That it can only be taught by Buddhist 

and/or the secret can only be passed-down via a member of some group.   All not true! 

 

Meditation is simple....  applying it to our everyday life and committing to it is the only difficult 

part....  To find success in Meditation we need to commit to it fully and make Meditation a habit.   

Just like training @Studio16!  Each time you are in class and you have cleared your mind of all 

thoughts... concentrated on your movement and/or your breathing... focusing only on the now... 

without any thoughts, -  no "monkey mind" - you are in a Meditative State of Mind. 

Below is a poem I read many years ago that become one of my "Mantras".  Included in brackets - are 

my notes at that time - of my thoughts and understanding that arouse from this poem.  You will note 

I use the same words/ Mantras in class : -              Relax, Release & Let Go... 

 

The past no longer is, 

The future has not yet come, 

Looking deeply at life as it is 

in the very here and now, 

the practitioner dwells in stability and freedom. 

- The Buddha 

 

The past no longer is: - (Relax, release and let go of all the past - free your mind and spirit and bring 

calm to your body - banish judgement and criticism - no negativity can be heard nor felt - the past 

does not matter). 

The future has not yet come: - (Relax, release and let go of  any fear of the future it is false... 

(FEAR - False Evidence Appearing Real) - no judgement no criticism - do not act from fear - do not 

act to attempt to achieve a future that is not your truth). 

Looking deeply at life as it is in the very here and now.  (Relax, release and let go -  all that matters 

is for me to be able to be the best I can be now.. stay calm/clear minded.. I do not need to rush 

anywhere... I need to be the best mother... provider....  teacher... and community member and be fully 

present each time -  to work on my mental health, body and spirit). 

The practitioner dwells in stability and freedom. (Relax, release and let go - stay calm... flick all 

thoughts of past and silly fearful future thoughts ... strength in body, mind and spirit.... feel freedom 

in happiness and dream of a great future). 
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Meditation and being in a meditative state of mind allows the body, mind and spirit to  be in 

harmony.   It is being in this state of harmony that the body has been known to self-heal, that the 

mind can become still and its intuitive thoughts can be heard and the spirit aligns with both mind and 

body to allow a sense of peace.  This is what I hope we can all achieve to different degrees by 

practising Meditation whilst training.   

 

Listening to your intuitive thoughts and acting upon them are essential for your optimum health and 

success in life.    Keeping a Meditative State of Mind throughout the day (being present in the now - 

without judgement) will assist with a far greater ability to act in complete harmony of mind, body 

and spirit giving us peace throughout the day. 

 

There are several types of Meditation.   The Meditation I like to practise and the one we implement 

in our training is a form of "Mindfulness-Based Stillness Meditation".  In class we are mindful of the 

body and its movement.  We attempt to stop our "thinking mind" or our "monkey mind" and banish 

our judgemental thoughts -  by focusing only on the body and/or our breathing - allowing us to 

achieve mindfulness - (being present in the now without thought of the past nor future - free of 

judgment). 

 

You all have reported from time-to-time after training that you feel: *Stronger, *At peace, *More 

confident and *acknowledge that you have thought of a solution for a personal issue that has been on 

your mind (sometimes the issue is about your health, your family/friend or your work).  As you leave 

the Studio you all express gratitude and love and I know then, that you have achieved a Meditative 

State of Mind.   

 

Throughout my journey I have used "Mantras" to assist to dispel all negative, judgemental thoughts 

and to assist to obtain a Meditative State of Mind.   I found using Mantras assisted in creating new 

habitual ways of thinking and being.  At the Studio I also call them "aha moments". 

 

Relax, release and let go; Clear your mind of all thoughts; Enjoy deep breathing; Slow down;  - all 

"aha moments"/mantras, that assist us to gain a Meditative State of Mind and that have assisted us to 

obtain new habits essential for our heath. 

 

 

It is important that you understand your motivation for doing Meditation.  Is it to gain clarity of 

mind, relaxation, to let go of stress, or to eat better?  It is also essential that you understand by 

achieving your goals, that you acknowledge that others around you will benefit from your success.  

Your health and well being will allow you to function better as a mother, partner, family member, 

friend and work colleague. 

 

The Tibetans recommend that at the start of our meditation we bring to mind a strong wish that 

everyone, every living being, comes to be free of suffering  

and to experience true happiness.  In the Tibetans' understanding, true happiness comes with 

realising our own true nature, the truth of who we really are.   

So we wish this for everyone. 
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A way to Relax your Body:  Stand, sit or lay down in a comfortable position, but do not feel so comfortable 

that you fall asleep.  Begin by taking your attention down to the feet..really focus on your feet.......really 

focus...... feel what sensations there are in the feet...  Remind yourself  that there is nothing else you need to be 

doing right now... you have given time and space for this ... there is nothing else you need to be doing... now 

where else you need to be ... no one else you need to be pleasing or satisfying.. it is just time for....  relaxing, 

releasing and letting go.  (spend time focusing on each body part... clear of any other thoughts... be aware of 

how each body part feels and the tension they may carry... allow the tension to be released as you focus....... 

(repeat this method along your body... focus on the body part... notice how it feels... then allow it to release)...      

Move your attention along your calves...  feel what sensation might be there now... some parts might feel 

different to others... some may be tighter..just pay attention and notice the difference as your mind travels 

along the calf.. be on an observer.... an impartial observer...  just noticing.. being interested... a gentle curiosity 

of how your calves are feeling... and as you hold your awareness on the calves, feel the muscles softening and 

loosening... relaxing and releasing. ... just simply letting go.   Take your attention up to the thighs... and feel 

them relaxing and releasing... feel it deeply, completely... all down through the thighs and the calves and the 

feet... Sometimes it might feel almost like the muscles are melting down into the chair or the floor a little... 

just relaxing and releasing... perhaps feeling a little heavier... like they could be melting or merging.. just 

feeling them letting go... deeply... completely letting go... And now feel it all through the buttocks, the hips 

and the pelvis... Sometimes it helps to imagine there is a belt or band around the hips that has just been 

loosened a little... the big muscles around the hips, softening and loosening... relaxing... releasing... quite 

effortlessly... effortlessly.. just going with it... Bring our attention up to the tummy... you will probably notice 

it rising and falling a little with the breath... and then that feeling of letting go again... all through the tummy... 

calm and relaxed.. just going with it.. calm and relaxed. 

Move your attention up to the chest... again, just being aware of the chest rising and falling with the breath... 

and feeling the ease of it all... just allowing the breath to take-up whatever rhythm feels comfortable for you at 

the moment.... quite effortlessly... effortlessly... just going with it more and more.. deeper and deeper.. letting 

go....Now feel a wave of relaxation flowing down through the arms... First the upper arms, softening and 

loosening... and down around through the elbows and into the forearms... relaxing ... releasing... letting go... 

and then down through the wrists.. the hands and the fingers... Sometimes you might notice almost what feels 

like a tingling flowing into the hands and fingers.... a feeling of lightness... almost  like they could be 

floating... just going with it... effortlessly... effortlessly... just going with it......Now feel it all through the 

shoulders... perhaps just raising and lowering the shoulders a little... gently... the tongue, soft and loose... feel 

it all  through the mouth... place your tongue on the top palate of your mouth and leave it there..... Feel the 

relaxing wave flow through to your  nose and through the cheeks... feel the eyelids smoothing out.... feeling it 

deeply all through the eyes... and the temples... soft and loose... and feel it around the ears.. the back of the 

head... up over the top of the head... And now feel the forehead smoothing out... feel it deeply... completely... 

feel it all  through the body... more and more... deeper and deeper ...  just letting go... going with it.. feel it 

through the body, and the mind... going with it... going with it... more and more.... deeper and deeper... just 

simply letting go... letting go....  Take as long as you choose to sit /lay quietly... Then, when you are ready, 

you might like to take a deeper breath or two... perhaps move your feet a little... feel your hands move a 

little... And then, when you are ready... let your eyes gently open again.... 

(I discovered this Meditation many years ago writers:  Ian Gawler & Paul Bedson)   

 

I will be posting a meditation guide voice recording on our website for members to use: 

 

 

 

Thank you for training @Studio16 

www.studio16.com.au - email: betty.studio16@gmail.com - facebook: Betty's Bodyshaping @Studio16 

http://www.studio16.com.au/

